In this paper we discuss a model of quantum computer in which a state is an operator of density matrix and gates are general quantum operations, not necessarily unitary. A mixed state (operator of density matrix) of n two-level quantum systems is considered as an element of 4 n -dimensional operator Hilbert space (Liouville space). It allows to use a quantum computer model with four-valued logic. The gates of this model are general superoperators which act on n-ququat state. Ququat is a quantum state in a four-dimensional (operator) Hilbert space. Unitary two-valued logic gates and quantum operations for an n-qubit open system are considered as four-valued logic gates acting on n-ququat. We discuss properties of quantum four-valued logic gates. In the paper we study universality for quantum four-valued logic gates.
I Introduction
The usual models of a quantum computer deal only with unitary gates on pure states. In these models it is difficult or impossible to deal formally with measurements, dissipation, decoherence and noise. It turns out that the restriction to pure states and unitary gates is unnecessary [1, 2, 3] . Understanding the dynamics of open systems is important for studying quantum noise processes [4, 5, 6] , quantum error correction [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , decoherence effects in quantum computations [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and performing simulations of open quantum systems [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] .
In this paper we generalize the usual model of a quantum computer to a model in which a state is a density matrix operator and gates are general superoperators (quantum operations), not necessarily unitary. The pure state of n two-level closed quantum systems is an element of 2 n -dimensional Hilbert space and it allows us to consider a quantum computer model with two-valued logic. The gates of this computer model are unitary operators act on a such state. In the general case, the mixed state (operator of density matrix) of n two-level quantum systems is an element of 4 n -dimensional operator Hilbert space (Liouville space). It allows us to use a quantum computer model with four-valued logic. The gates of this model are general superoperators (quantum operations) which act on general n-ququat state. A ququat [2, 3] is a quantum state in a four-dimensional (operator) Hilbert space. Unitary gates and quantum operations for a quantum two-valued logic computer can be considered as four-valued logic gates of the new model. In the paper we consider universality for general quantum four-valued logic gates acting on ququats.
In sections II and III the physical and mathematical backgrounds (pure and mixed states, Liouville space and superoperators) are considered. In section IV, we introduce a generalized computational basis and generalized computational states for 4 n -dimensional operator Hilbert space (Liouville space). In section V, we study some properties of general four-valued logic gates. Unitary gates and quantum operations of a two-valued logic computer are considered as fourvalued logic gates. In section VI, we introduce a four-valued classical logic formalism. We realize classical four-valued logic gates by quantum gates. In section VII, we study universality for quantum four-valued logic gates. Finally, a short conclusion is given in section VIII.
II Quantum state and qubit

II.1 Pure states
A quantum system in a pure state is described by a unit vector in a Hilbert space H. In the Dirac notation a pure state is denoted by |Ψ >. The Hilbert space H is a linear space with an inner product. The inner product for |Ψ 1 >, |Ψ 2 >∈ H is denoted by < Ψ 1 |Ψ 2 >. A quantum bit or qubit, the fundamental concept of quantum computations, is a two-state quantum system. The two basis states labelled |0 > and |1 > are orthogonal unit vectors, i.e.
< k|l >= δ kl , where k, l ∈ {0, 1}. The Hilbert space of the qubit is H 2 = C 2 . The quantum system which corresponds to a quantum computer (quantum circuits) consists of n quantum twostate particles. The Hilbert space H (n) of such a system is a tensor product of n Hilbert spaces H 2 of one two-state particle: H (n) = H 2 ⊗ H 2 ⊗ ... ⊗ H 2 . The space H (n) is a 2 n -dimensional complex linear space. Let us choose a basis for H (n) which consists of the 2 n orthonormal states |k >, where k is in binary representation. The state |k > is a tensor product of states |k i > in H (n) :
|k >= |k 1 > ⊗|k 2 > ⊗... ⊗ |k n >= |k 1 k 2 ...k n >, where k i ∈ {0, 1} and i = 1, 2, ..., n. This basis is usually called the computational basis which has 2 n elements. A pure state |Ψ(t) >∈ H (n) is generally a superposition of the basis states |Ψ(t) >=
where 2 n −1 k=0 |a k (t)| 2 = 1.
II.2 Mixed states
In general, a quantum system is not in a pure state. Open quantum systems are not really isolated from the rest of the universe, so it does not have a well-defined pure state. Landau and von Neumann introduced a mixed state and a density matrix into quantum theory. A density matrix is a Hermitian (ρ † = ρ), positive (ρ > 0) operator on H (n) with unit trace (T rρ = 1). Pure states can be characterized by idempotent condition ρ 2 = ρ. A pure state (1) can be represented by the operator ρ(t) = |Ψ(t) >< Ψ(t)|.
One can represent an arbitrary density matrix operator ρ(t) for n-qubit in terms of tensor products of Pauli matrices σ µ :
where µ i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and i = 1, ..., n. Here σ µ are Pauli matrices
The real expansion coefficients P µ1...µn (t) are given by
Normalization (T rρ = 1) requires that P 0...0 (t) = 1. Since the eigenvalues of the Pauli matrices are ±1, the expansion coefficients satisfy |P µ1...µn (t)| ≤ 1.
III Liouville space and superoperators
For the concept of Liouville space and superoperators, see [24] - [38] .
III.1 Liouville space
The space of linear operators acting on a 2 n -dimensional
linear space H (n) . We denote an element A of H (n) by a ketvector |A). The inner product of two elements |A) and |B) of H (n) is defined as
The norm A = (A|A) is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of operator A. A new Hilbert space H (n) with scalar product (5) is called the Liouville space attached to H (n) or the associated Hilbert space, or Hilbert-Schmidt space [24] - [38] .
Let {|k >} be an orthonormal basis of H (n) :
Then |k, l) = ||k >< l|) is an orthonormal basis of the Liou-
This operator basis has 4 n elements. Note that
where k i , l i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, ..., n, and
For an arbitrary element |A) of H (n) we have
with
III.2 Superoperators
Operators which act on H (n) are called superoperators and we denote them in general by the hat. For an arbitrary superoperatorÊ on H (n) we have
Let A be a linear operator in Hilbert space H (n) . Then the superoperatorsL A andR A will be defined bŷ
The superoperatorP = |A)(B| is defined bŷ
The superoperatorÊ † is called the adjoint superoperator forÊ if
for all |A) and |B) from H (n) . For example, ifÊ =L ARB ,
IV Generalized computational basis and ququats
Let us introduce a generalized computational basis and generalized computational states for 4 n -dimensional operator Hilbert space (Liouville space).
IV.1 Pauli representation
Pauli matrices (3) and (4) can be considered as a basis in operator space. Let us write the Pauli matrices (3) and (4) in the form
Let us use the formulae
It allows us to rewrite the operator basis
by complete basis operators
where µ i = 2k i + l i , i.e. µ i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and i = 1, ..., n. The basis |σ µ ) is orthogonal
and complete operator basis
where N = 4 n . For an arbitrary element |A) of H (n) we have the Pauli representation by
with the complex coefficients (σ µ |A) = T r(σ µ A). We can rewrite formula (2) using the complete operator basis |σ µ ) in
Liouville space H (n) :
where
The density matrix operator ρ(t) is a self-adjoint operator with unit trace. It follows that P * µ (t) = P µ (t), P 0 (t) = (σ 0 |ρ(t)) = 1.
In the general case,
Note that the Schwarz inequality
We rewrite this inequality in the form
where N = 4 n . Using (14) and (15) we have
IV.2 Generalized computational basis
Let us define the orthonormal basis of Liouville space. In the general case, the state ρ(t) of the n-qubit system is an element of Hilbert space H (n) . The basis for H (n) consists of the 2 2n = 4 n orthonormal basis elements denoted by |µ). (17) where N = 4 n , µ i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and
Definition The basis of Liouville space H
is called the "generalized computational basis".
Here µ is a four-valued representation of
The pure state of n two-level closed quantum systems is an element of 2 n -dimensional functional Hilbert space H (n) . It leads to a quantum computer model with two-valued logic. The state |ρ(t)) of the quantum computation at any point in time is a superposition of basis elements,
where ρ µ (t) = (µ|ρ(t)) are real numbers (functions) satisfying normalized condition
IV.3 Generalized computational states
Generalized computational basis elements |µ) are not quantum states for µ = 0. It follows from normalized condition (21) . The general quantum state in the Pauli representation has the form (20) . Let us define simple computational quantum states. 
Definition Quantum states in Liouville space defined by
It is convenient to use matrices for quantum states. In matrix representation the single ququat computational basis |µ) can be represented by
In this representation single ququat generalized computational states |µ] are represented by
A general single ququat quantum state |ρ) = 3 µ=0 |µ)ρ µ is represented by 
A general single ququat quantum state
V Quantum four-valued logic gates V.1 Superoperators and quantum gates
Unitary evolution is not the most general type of state change possible for quantum systems. The most general state change of a quantum system is a positive map which is called a quantum operation or superoperator. For the concept of quantum operations, see [45, 46, 47, 48, 5] .
Quantum operations can be considered as generalized quantum gates acting on general (mixed) states. Let us define a quantum four-valued logic gate.
Definition A quantum four-valued logic gate is a superoperatorÊ on Liouville space H
(n) which maps a density matrix operator |ρ) of n-ququat to a density matrix operator |ρ ′ ) of n-ququat.
Let us consider a superoperatorÊ which maps density matrix operator |ρ) to density matrix operator |ρ ′ ). If |ρ) is a density matrix operator, thenÊ|ρ) should also be a density matrix operator. Therefore we have some requirements for superoperatorÊ. The requirements for a superoperatorÊ on the space H (n) to be the quantum four-valued logic gate are as follows:
The real superoperatorÊ maps self-adjoint operator ρ to self-adjoint operatorÊ(ρ):
2. The superoperatorÊ is a positive superoperator, i.e.Ê maps positive operators to positive operators:
We have to assume the superoperatorÊ to be not merely positive but completely positive. The superoperatorÊ is a completely positive map of Liouville space, i.e. the positivity remains if we extend the Liouville space H (n) by adding more qubits. That is, the superoperatorÊ ⊗Î (m) must be positive, whereÎ
is the identity superoperator on some Liouville space H (m) .
3. The superoperatorÊ is a trace-preserving map, i.e.
As the result we have the following definition.
Definition Quantum four-valued logic gate is a real positive (or completely positive) trace-preserving superoperatorÊ on Liouville space H (n) .
In the general case, we can consider linear and nonlinear quantum four-valued logic gates. Let the superoperatorÊ be a convex linear map on the set of density matrix operators, i.e.Ê (
where all λ s are 0 < λ s < 1 and s λ s = 1. Any convex linear map of density matrix operators can be uniquely extended to a linear map on Hermitian operators. Note that any linear completely positive superoperator can be represented bŷ
If this superoperator is a trace-preserving superoperator, then
i.e. the condition (24) is satisfied. The restriction to linear gates is unnecessary. Let us consider a linear real completely positive superoperatorÊ which is not trace-preserving. This superoperator is not a quantum gate. Let (I|Ê|ρ) = T r(Ê(ρ)) be the probability that the process represented by the superoperatorÊ occurs. Since the probability is non-negative and never exceed 1, it follows that the superoperatorÊ is a trace-decreasing superoperator:
In general, any linear real completely positive tracedecreasing superoperator generates a quantum four-valued logic gate. The quantum four-valued logic gate can be defined as nonlinear superoperatorN bŷ
whereÊ is a linear real completely positive trace-decreasing superoperator.
In the generalized computational basis the gateÊ can be represented byÊ
where N = 4 n , µ and ν are four-valued representations of
and E µν are elements of some matrix.
V.2 General quantum operation as fourvalued logic gates
Unitary gates and quantum operations for a quantum computer with pure states and two-valued logic can be considered as quantum four-valued logic gates acting on mixed states.
Proposition 1 In the generalized computational basis |µ) any linear quantum operationÊ acting on n-qubit mixed (or pure) states can be represented as a quantum four-valued logic gateÊ on n-ququat bŷ
where N = 4 n ,
and
Proof. The state ρ ′ in the generalized computational basis |µ) has the form
where N = 4 n and
The quantum operationÊ defines a quantum four-valued logic gate by
Finally, we obtain
This formula defines a relation between quantum operation E and the real 4 n × 4 n matrix E µν of a quantum four-valued logic gate. 2
Quantum four-valued logic gatesÊ in the matrix representation are represented by 4 n × 4 n matrices E µν . The matrix of the gateÊ is
where a = N − 1 = 4 n − 1. In matrix representation the gateÊ maps the state |ρ) =
, it follows that representation (29) for linear gateÊ is equivalent to
It can be written in the form
where P 0 = P ′ 0 = 1. Note that if we use different matrix representations of state we can use identical matrices for gatê E. 2
Proposition 2 In the generalized computational basis |µ) the matrix E µν of a linear quantum four-valued logic gatê
is real, i.e. E * µν = E µν for all µ and ν. Any real matrix E µν associated with linear (trace-preserving) quantum four-valued logic gate (31) has
Proof.
Let us consider the E 0ν for gate (31) :
In the general case, a linear quantum four-valued logic gate acts on |0) byÊ
For example, a single ququat quantum gate acts bŷ
If all T k , where k = 1, ..., N − 1 are equal to zero, then E|0) = |0). The linear quantum gates with T = 0 conserve the maximally mixed state |0] invariant. 
Proposition 3
The matrix E µν of linear real trace-preserving superoperatorÊ on n-ququat is an element of group T GL(4 n − 1, R) which is a semidirect product of general linear group GL(4 n −1, R) and translation group T (4 n −1, R).
Proof. This proposition follows from proposition 2. Any element (matrix E µν ) of group T GL(4 n − 1, R) can be represented by
where T is a column with 4 n − 1 elements, 0 is a line with 4 n −1 zero elements, and R is a real (4 n −1)×(4 n −1) matrix R ∈ GL(4 n −1, R). If R is orthogonal (4 n −1)×(4 n −1) matrix (R T R = I), then we have the motion group [62, 63, 64] . The group multiplication of elements E(T, R) and
In particular, we have
where I is a unit (4 n − 1) × (4 n − 1) matrix. Any linear real trace-preserving superoperator can be decompose into unital superoperator and translation superoperator. It allows us to consider two types of linear tracepreserving superoperators: (1) Unital superoperatorsÊ (T =0) with the matrices E(0, R). The n-ququat unital superoperator can be represented bŷ
where N = 4 n . (2) Translation superoperatorsÊ (T ) defined by matrices E(T, I) andÊ
V.3 Decomposition for linear superoperators
Let us consider the n-ququat linear real superoperator (33) where N = 4 n .
Proposition 4 (Singular valued decomposition for matrix)
Any real matrix R can be written in the form R = U 1 DU 
Proof. This proposition is proved in [69, 70, 71, 61] . 2
In the general case, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5 (Singular valued decomposition for superoperator)
Any linear real superoperator (33) can be represented bŷ
wherê U 1 andÛ 2 are unital orthogonal superoperators, such that
D is a unital diagonal superoperator, such that
is a translation superoperator, such that
Proof. The proof of this proposition can be easily realized in matrix representation by using proposition 3 and 4. 2
As a result we have that any linear real trace-preserving superoperator can be realized by three types of superoperators: (1) unital orthogonal superoperatorÛ ; (2) unital diagonal superoperatorD; (3) nonunital translation superoperatorÊ (T ) .
Proposition 6 If the quantum operationÊ has the form
where A is a self-adjoint operator (A † j = A j ), then quantum four-valued logic gateÊ is described by symmetric matrix E µν = E νµ . This gate is trace-preserving if E µ0 = E 0µ = δ µ0 .
Proof. If
Using proposition 2 we have that this gate is trace-preserving if E µ0 = E 0µ = δ µ0 . 2
V.4 Unitary two-valued logic gates as orthogonal four-valued logic gates
Let us consider a unitary two-valued logic gate defined by unitary operator U acting on pure states -unit elements of Hilbert space. The mapÛ : ρ → U ρU † induced by a unitary operator U is a particular case of quantum operation.
Proposition 7
In the generalized computational basis any unitary quantum two-valued logic gate U acts on pure n-qubit states can be considered as a quantum four-valued logic gatê U acting on n-ququat:
where U µν is a real matrix such that
Proof. Using proposition 1 and the equation
we get this proposition. 2
Formulae (38) and (39) define a relation between the unitary quantum two-valued logic gate U and the real 4 n × 4 n matrix U of quantum four-valued logic gateÛ. (38) and (39) is a unital gate, i.e. gate matrix U defined by (39) has U µ0 = U 0µ = δ µ0 .
Proposition 8 Any four-valued logic gate associated with unitary two-valued logic gate by
Using T rσ µ = δ µ0 we get U µ0 = δ µ0 . 2
Let us denote the gateÛ associated with unitary twovalued logic gate U byÊ (U) .
Proposition 9 If U is a unitary two-valued logic gate, then in the generalized computational basis a quantum four-valued logic gateÛ =Ê (U) associated with U is represented by orthogonal matrix E (U)
:
Proof. LetÊ (U) be defined bŷ
In the matrix representation we have
T . Finally, we obtain (40). 2
Proposition 10 IfÊ † is an adjoint superoperator for linear trace-preserving superoperatorÊ, then matrices of the superoperator are connected by transposition
Proof. Usinĝ
we get
Obviously, if we define the superoperatorÊ bŷ
then the adjoint superoperator has the form
E νµ |µ)(ν|.
Proposition 11 IfÊ †Ê =ÊÊ † =Î, thenÊ is an orthogonal quantum four-valued logic gate, i.e. E
T E = EE T = I.
Proof. IfÊ
Using proposition 8 we have
Note that n-qubit unitary two-valued logic gate U is an element of Lie group SU (2 n ). The dimension of this group is equal to dim SU (2 n ) = (2 n ) 2 −1 = 4 n −1. The matrix of nququat orthogonal linear gateÛ =Ê (U) can be considered as an element of Lie group SO(4 n − 1). The dimension of this group is equal to dim SO(4 n − 1) = (4 n − 1)(2 · 4 n−1 − 1). For example, if n = 1, then dim SU (2 1 ) = 3 , dim SO(4 1 − 1) = 3.
Therefore, not all orthogonal quantum four-valued logic gates for mixed and pure states are connected with unitary twovalued logic gates for pure states.
V.5 Single ququat orthogonal gates
Let us consider single ququat quantum four-valued logic gatê U associated with unitary single qubit two-valued logic gate U .
Proposition 12 Any single qubit unitary quantum twovalued logic gate can be realized as the product of single ququat simple rotation quantum four-valued logic gateŝ
where α, θ and β are Euler angles.
Proof. Let us consider a general single qubit unitary gate [56] . Every unitary one-qubit gate U can be represented by a 2 × 2-matrix
where α, θ and β are Euler angles. The corresponding 4 × 4-matrix U(α, θ, β) of a four-valued logic gate has the form
where U
(1)
Using U (α, θ + 2π, β) = −U (α, θ, β), we get that twovalued logic gates U (α, θ, β) and U (α, θ + 2π, β) map to single quantum four-valued logic gate U(α, θ, β). The back rotation four-valued logic gate is defined by the matrix
The simple rotation gatesÛ
Let us introduce simple reflection gates bŷ
) = |0)(0| + |1)(1| + |2)(2| − |3)(3|.
Proposition 13 Any single ququat linear quantum fourvalued logic gateÊ defined by orthogonal matrix E : EE T = I can be realized by
• simple rotation gatesÛ (1) andÛ (2) .
• inversion gateÎ defined bŷ
Proof. Using proposition 10 and
we get this proposition. 2 Example 1. In the generalized computational basis the Pauli matrices as two-valued logic gates are the quantum fourvalued logic gates with diagonal 4 × 4 matrices. The gate
i.e. U (σ0) µν = (1/2)T r(σ µ σ ν ) = δ µν . For the unitary quantum two-valued logic gates which are equal to the Pauli matrix σ k , where k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we have quantum four-valued logic gateŝ
with the matrix
Example 2. In the generalized computational basis the unitary NOT gate ("negation") of two-valued logic
is represented by the quantum four-valued logic gatê
Example 3. The Hadamar two-valued logic gate
can be represented as a quantum four-valued logic gate bŷ
V.6 Measurements as quantum four-valued logic gates
It is known that the von Neumann measurement superoperatorÊ is defined byÊ
where {P k |k = 1, .., r} is a (not necessarily complete) sequence of orthogonal projection operators on H (n) . Let P k be projectors onto the pure state |k > which define usual computational basis {|k >}, i.e. P k = |k >< k|.
Proposition 14 A nonlinear quantum four-valued logic gatê N for von Neumann measurement (43) of the state
Proof. The trace-decreasing superoperatorÊ k is defined by
This superoperator has the formÊ k =L P kR P k . Then
The probability that the process represented byÊ k occurs is
then the matrix for nonlinear trace-preserving gateN is
Example. Let us consider single ququat projection operator
Using formula (45) we derive
The linear trace-decreasing superoperator for von Neumann measurement projector |0 >< 0| onto pure state |0 > isÊ (0) = 1 2 |0)(0| + |3)(3| + |0)(3| + |3)(0| .
Example. For the projection operator
The linear superoperatorÊ (1) for the von Neumann measurement projector onto the pure state |1 > iŝ
The superoperatorsÊ (0) andÊ (1) are not trace-preserving. The probabilities that processes represented by superoperatorsÊ (k) occurs are
VI Classical four-valued logic gates
Let us consider some elements of classical four-valued logic. For the concept of many-valued logic, see [49, 50, 51, 52, 53] .
VI.1 Elementary classical gates
A function g(x 1 , ..., x n ) describes a classical four-valued logic gate if the following conditions hold:
• all x i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, where i = 1, ..., n.
• g(x 1 , ..., x n ) ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
It is known that the number of all classical logic gates with n-arguments x 1 , ..., x n is equal to 4 Single argument classical gates x ∼ x 2x ♦x x I 0 I 1 I 2 I 3  0  3  0  0  1 3  0  0  0  1  2  0  3  2 0  3  0  0  2  1  0  3  3 0  0  3  0  3  0  3  3  0 0  0  0  3 The number of classical logic gates g(x 1 , x 2 ) with twoarguments is equal to Let us write some of these classical gates in the table.
Two-arguments classical gates
Let us define some elementary classical four-valued logic gates by formulae.
• Luckasiewicz negation: ∼ x = 3 − x.
• Cyclic shift: x = x + 1(mod4).
• Functions I i (x), where i = 0, ..., 3, such that I i (x) = 3 if x = i and I i (x) = 0 if x = i.
• Generalized conjunction:
• Generalized disjunction:
• Generalized Sheffer-Webb function:
The generalized conjunction and disjunction satisfy the commutative law, associative law and distributive law:
• Commutative law
• Distributive law
Note that the Luckasiewicz negation satisfies the following properties:
The following usual negation rules are not satisfied by the circular shift:
The analog of the disjunction normal form of the n-argument classical four-valued logic gate is
Let us consider (functional) complete sets [51, 52] of classical four-valued logic gates.
Proposition 15
The set {0, 1, 2, 3,
Proof. This proposition is proved in [52] . 2
VI.2 Quantum gates for single argument classical gates
Let us consider linear trace-preserving quantum gates for classical gates ∼, x, I 0 , I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , 0, 1, 2, 3, ♦, 2.
Proposition 16 Any single argument classical four-valued logic gate g(ν) can be realized as a linear trace-preserving quantum four-valued logic gate bŷ
|g(k))(k|+
Proof. The proof is by direct calculation in
Examples.
The Luckasiewicz negation gate iŝ
2. The four-valued logic gate I 0 can be realized bŷ
The gate x can be realized bŷ
5. The constant gates 0 and k = 1, 2, 3 can be realized bŷ
6. The gate ♦x is realized bŷ
Note that the quantum four-valued logic gatesÊ
are not unital gates.
VI.3 Quantum gates for two-arguments classical gates
Let us consider quantum four-valued logic gates for twoarguments classical four-valued logic gates. 1. The generalized conjunction x 1 ∧ x 2 = min(x 1 , x 2 ) and generalized disjunction x 1 ∧ x 2 = max(x 1 , x 2 ) can be realized by a two-ququat quantum four-valued logic gate with
Let us write the quantum four-valued logic gate which realizes the gate in the generalized computational basis bŷ
2.
The Sheffer-Webb function gate |x 1 ,
can be realized by a two-ququat quantum gate with T = 0:
Note that this Sheffer-Webb function gate is not a unital quantum gate and
VII Universal set of quantum fourvalued logic gates
The condition for performing arbitrary unitary operations to realize a quantum computation by dynamics of a closed quantum system is well understood [56, 57, 58, 59] . Using quantum unitary gates, a quantum computer with pure states may realize the time sequence of operations corresponding to any unitary dynamics. Deutsch, Barenco and Ekert [57] , DiVincenzo [58] and Lloyd [59] showed that almost any two-qubit quantum unitary gate is universal for a quantum computer with pure states. It is known [56, 57, 58, 59 ] that a set of quantum gates that consists of all one-qubit unitary gates and the two-qubit exclusive-OR (XOR) gate is universal for quantum computer with pure states in the sense that all unitary operations on arbitrary many qubits can be expressed as compositions of these unitary gates. Recently in [43] universality for a quantum computer with n-qudits quantum unitary gates on pure states was considered. The same is not true for the general quantum operations (superoperators) corresponding to the dynamics of open quantum systems. In the paper [20] a single qubit open quantum system with Markovian dynamics was considered and the resources needed for universality of general quantum operations were studied. An analysis of completely positive trace-preserving superoperators on single qubit density matrices was realized in papers [66, 67, 68] .
Let us study universality for quantum four-valued logic gates [2, 3] .
Definition A set of quantum four-valued logic gates is universal iff all quantum gates on arbitrary many ququats can be expressed as compositions of these gates.
Single ququat gates cannot map two initially un-entangled ququats into an entangled state. Therefore, the single ququat gates or set of single ququat gates are not universal gates for a quantum computer with mixed states. Quantum gates which are realizations of classical gates cannot be universal by definition, since these gates evolve generalized computational states to generalized computational states and never to the superposition of them.
The matrix E of the linear real superoperatorÊ on H (n) is an element of Lie group T GL(4 n − 1, R). The linear superoperatorÊ on H (n) is a quantum four-valued logic gate (completely positive trace-preserving superoperator) iff the matrix E is a completely positive element of Lie group T GL(4 n − 1, R). The matrix N of a nonlinear real trace-preserving superoperatorN on H (n) is a quantum four-valued logic gate defined byN
iff the matrix E of the linear trace-decreasing superoperator E is a completely positive element of Lie group GL(4 n , R). The condition of complete positivity leads to difficult inequalities for matrix elements [65, 66, 67, 68] . In order to satisfy the condition of complete positivity we use the following rep- . Let the superoperatorsL Aj andR A † j be called "pseudo-gates". A set of pseudo-gates is universal iff all pseudo-gates on arbitrary many ququats can be expressed as compositions of these pseudo-gates. The matrices of the superoperatorsL A andR A † are connected by complex conjugation. The set of these matrices is a group GL(4 n , C). Obviously, the universal set of pseudo-gatesL A is connected with a universal set of completely positive superoperatorsÊ of the quantum four-valued logic gates.
The trace-preserving condition for linear superoperator (48) is equivalent to the requirement E 0µ = δ 0µ for gate matrix E. The trace-decreasing condition can be satisfied by inequality of the following proposition.
Proposition 17 If the matrix elements E µν of a superoperatorÊ are satisfied by the inequality
thenÊ is a trace-decreasing superoperator.
Proof. Using the Schwarz inequality
and the property of the density matrix
we have
Using (49), we get |T rÊ(ρ)| ≤ 1. SinceÊ is a completely positive (or positive) superoperator (Ê(ρ) ≥ 0), it follows that 0 ≤ T rÊ(ρ) ≤ 1,
i.e.Ê is a trace-decreasing superoperator. 2
Let us consider the superoperatorsL A andR A † . These superoperators can be represented bŷ µν are defined by
Proposition 18
The matrix E µν of the completely positive superoperator (48) can be represented by
Proof. Let us write the matrix E µν by matrices of superoperatorsL Aj andR Aj .
Finally, we obtain (51), where
The matrix elements can be rewritten in the form
Example. Let us consider the single ququat pseudo-gateL A . The elements of pseudo-gate matrix L (A) are defined by
Let us denote
where k, l, m = 1, 2, 3, we get
The pseudo-gate matrix is 
Proof. Using complex conjugation of the matrix elements (52), we get
We can write the gate matrix (51) in the form 
The superoperatorÊ is called imprimitive ifÊ is not primitive. It can be shown that almost every pseudo-gate that operates on two or more ququats is a universal pseudo-gate. 
For any Hermitian generatorĤ there exists a one-parameter pseudo-gateL(t) which can be represented in the form L(t) = exp itĤ such thatL † (t)L(t) =Î. Let us write the main operations which allow us to derive new pseudo-gatesL from a set of pseudo-gates.
1. We introduce general SWAP (twist) pseudo-gatê 
where t n = 1/ √ n. Thus we can use the commutator i[Ĥ µν ,Ĥ αβ ] to generate pseudo-gates.
3. Every transformationL(a, b) = expiĤ(a, b) of GL(16, C) generated by superoperatorĤ(a, b) = aĤ µν +bĤ αβ , where a and b are complex, can obtained fromL µν (t) = exp itĤ µν andL αβ (t) = exp itĤ αβ by
For other details of the proof, see [58, 57, 43] and [55, 56, 59] .
VIII Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrate a model of quantum computations with mixed states. The computations are realized by quantum operations, not necessarily unitary. Mixed states subject to the general quantum operations could increase efficiency. This increase is connected with the increasing number of computational basis elements for Hilbert space. A pure state of n two level quantum systems is an element of 2 ndimensional functional Hilbert space. A mixed state of the system is an element of (2 n ) 2 = 4 n -dimensional operator Hilbert space. The conventional quantum two-valued logic is replaced by quantum four-valued logic. Therefore the increased efficiency can be formalized in terms of a four-valued logic replacing the conventional two-valued logic. Unitary gates and quantum operations for a quantum computer with pure states and two-valued logic can be considered as fourvalued logic gates of a mixed-state quantum computer. Quantum algorithms [72, 73, 74] on a quantum computer with mixed states are expected to run on a smaller network than with pure state implementation.
In the quantum computer model with pure states, control of quantum unitary gates is realized by classical parameters of the Hamilton operator. Open and closed quantum systems can be described by the generalized von Neumann equation [2, 37, 38] :
whereΛ is the Liouville superoperator. For closed quantum systems this superoperator is defined by Hamiltonian H: 
where H is a bounded self-adjoint Hamilton operator, {V j } is a sequence of bounded operators [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 2, 37, 38] . Quantum four-valued logic gates on mixed states are controlled by classical parameters of the Hamiltonian H and the bounded operators V j [21, 38] .
In the paper we consider universality for general quantum four-valued logic gates acting on mixed states. The matrices of the quantum gates can be considered as elements of some matrix group but these matrices are completely positive (or positive) elements of this matrix group. The condition of complete positivity leads to difficult inequalities for matrix elements [65, 66, 67, 68] . The completely positive condition for quantum four-valued logic gates can be satisfied by Kraus representation (48) . To find the universal set of quantum fourvalued logic gates we suggest considering the universal set of the superoperators (50) called pseudo-gates. Pseudo-gates are not necessarily completely positive and the set of pseudogates matrices is a group. In the paper we show that almost any two-ququat pseudo-gate is universal.
In the usual quantum computer model a measurement of the final pure state is described by projection operators P k = |k >< k|. In the suggested model a measurement of the final mixed state can be described by projection superoperators [32] described byP µ = |µ)(µ|, where |µ) are defined by (17) and (18) .
A scenario for laboratory realization of quantum computations by quantum operations with mixed states can be a generalization of the scheme [80] . The quantum gates on mixed states can be realized by controlled polarization of the laser field. The control of the field polarization leads to control of the polarization mixed state of the electron. The scheme can use polarization sensitive optical fluorescence and single photon detection for read-out.
